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Abstract 

Many ASR systems based on hidden Markov model (HMM) have been developed over the 

last years. Most of these use  mel frequency cepstral coefficient(MFCC) of the speech signal, 

that considers the time frequency distribution of signal energy. The main purpose of this 

research is to improve the performance of ASR systems by introducing articula tory 

information. The articulatory information describes the features of speech production rather 

than the features of acoustic signal. Articulatory Information is represented in term of 

articulatory features AF. A phoneme can easily be identified by using its unique AF set, which 

comprises the manner of articulation (vocalic, consonantal, continuant etc.) and place of 

articulation (tongue position: high, low, front, back etc.) The use of AFs in ASR had been 

investigated previously, and has been actively discussed in recent years. However, AF isn’t 

widely used as features for ASR instead of MFCC because AF itself cannot provide enough 

performance. This thesis presents a method to extract DPFs using multilayer neural 

network(MLNs). Since AFs are designed after full consideration of speech production, an AF- 

space well represents the distances among phonemes corresponding to their articula t ion 

differences. The fact suggests that DPFs are efficient feature parameter for ASR. In the AF 

extractor construction, the MLN takes 39 dimensional MFCC vectors as input and outputs 22 

dimensional AF vectors. 

 

In this work a new Bangla speech corpus along with proper transcriptions has been developed; 

also various acoustic feature extraction methods have been investigated in order to find their 

effective integration into Bangla ASR system. The use of multiple acoustic features of the 

speech signal is considered for Bangla speech recognition. The features are usually a sequence 

of representative vectors that are extracted from speech signals and the classes are either words 

or sub word units such as phonemes. 

 

The Bangla automatic speech recognition system, developed in this work, models the 

probability distribution of feature vectors using hidden Markov model (HMM) and adopts the 

Viterbi rule for classification. Experimental results are presented for medium database of 

female speech samples. The performance analysis of the individual methods are compared. It 
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has been found that out that our proposed methods out performs the existing standard MFCC 

based method. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Most of the largely spoken languages in the world have Automatic speech recognition (ASR) 

systems, but for Bangla very few research has been done. The insufficient speech corpus is 

one of the main difficulty while doing research in Bangla ASR. However, the existing ASR 

system have lower performance rate. In this research the main focus is to improve the 

performance rate by incorporating Articulatory feature. We’ll introduce Multilayer Neural 

Network to obtain the Articulatory Feature.  

 

1.1  Objective 

The main objectives of this research are: 

 To design a Bangla Automatic Speech Recognition System based on Articula tory 

feature. 

 To obtain the AF feature using Multilayer Neural Network. 

 To improve the performance than the existing Standard ASR system. 

 

1.2  Motivation for the Current Research 

Bangla is one of the major spoken languages, ranked seventh in the world [14].  

About 220 million native and about 250 million total speakers are in Bangla, However, 

a very few work on Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) for Bangla has been done, 

while people of other languages enjoy the blessings of ASR in their everyday life. A 

major difficulty in doing research in Bangla ASR is the insufficient  speech corpus and 

also of a robust user-friendly toolkit. Therefore, ample scope is there for developing a 

user-friendly HMM based toolkit as well as a Bangla speech corpus of standard size. 

 

Among the various methods Hidden Markov model (HMM) is a very popular and 

simple speech recognition tool. Other methods either involve lower performance or a 

computationally complex algorithm. Therefore applying the HMM technique in 
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combination with neural network to obtain articulatory feature seems to be a leap 

forward in Bangla speech research. 

 

1.3  Organization of the paper 

Chapter 2: A brief discussion on Automatic speech recognition 

Chapter 3: Overview of Hidden Markov Model and the HTK tool. 

Chapter 4: Overview of Neural network 

Chapter 5: Full Procedure of building the recognizer. 

Chapter 6: Illustration of the experimental results. 

Chapter 7: Concludes the paper 
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Chapter 2 Automatic Speech Recognition 

2.1  Introduction 

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is basically the conversion of human voice into text. It is 

also termed as Computer Speech Recognition.  The task of speech translation is simplified 

if the voice of the speaker is properly recognized. The main task of most speech recognit ion 

software is to train the system to a particular speaker, which is referred to the term “Voice 

Recognition”. Again in an expanded sense, the procedure of enabling a computer to identify 

the sounds produced by human speech without being targeted at single speaker can be 

represented by the term Speech Recognition. 

 

Speech recognition applications include call routing (e.g. “make a call”), voice dialing (e.g. 

“Call office”), data entry (e.g. entering a phone no), search (e.g. find a particular word), 

making  documents (e.g. a city scan report), speech-to-text processing (e.g. emails)  etc. 

 

2.2  History 

The first speech recognizer could understand only digits. In 1952, Bell laboratories designed 

the “Audery” system that could recognize digits uttered by only one voice[25]. After 10 years, 

IBM introduced its “Shoebox” machine, which could recognize sixteen english words. In 

1970, the U.S. Department of  Defense DARPA Speech Understanding Researching(S UR) 

program took the innovation one step  further by establishing  the objective of automatic speech 

recognition not to be only  recognition of words but to understand full speech. At 1980s, 2 

different  recognizer were int the market. The first one was speaker independent recognit ion 

system of words and the second one was an IBMs system, concentrating on the growth of large 

vocabulary speech recognition systems by Kurzweil text-to-speech program, By the last two 

decades, speech recognition technology has improved to be continuous speech systems with 

exceptionally high accuracy. 
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2.3  Types of Speech Recognition 

Speech recognition systems can be distinguished in several different classes based on the 

ability of the recognizers to recognize different types of utterances. These classes are also 

based on the difficul ties of ASR to decide when a speaker starts and end speaking. 

               

               

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic architecture for a simplified speech recognizer. 

 

1. Isolated Words 

Generally isolated word recognizers need every expression to have quite on the two sides of 

the window sample. That doesn’t mean that it only accepts single words, but it do need a single 

articulation at one time. Generally, these systems be in “Listen” or “don’t  Listen”  states, 

which means that they need the speaker to hold up between articulation. This class can be named 

as Isolated Utterance. 

 

2. Connected Words 

Connected word systems have likenesses with Isolated words, except that t different utterances 

have to be ‘uttered together’ with a short pause between them. 

 

3. Continuous Speech 
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Recognizers with the capability of recognizing continuous speech are hard to create since they 

must use and implement special techniques to determine the limits of utterance. These type of 

speech recognizers gives the freedom to speak normally, while the computer decides the 

content. It can be named as computer dictation. 

 

4.  Spontaneous Speech 

An ASR system which has the ability to recognize spontaneous speech should have the 

capacity to deal with various natural voice properties, for example words that run together, 

“hmm” and “ahs” etc. 

These type of recognition can be modified by considering the impacts of the pauses while 

doing the recognition by: 

(1) Omit those pauses or keep those since words have to be included to the ASR system 

dictionary. 

(2) Increase the training data amount.  This can diminish the error rate and will not increase 

the search complexity. 

 

2.4  ASR for Bangla Speech 

2.4.1  Bangla phonemes 

There are 14 vowels in which seven are nasalized vowels, and 39 consonants. However, only 

11 vowels are shown in the toddler’s book on Bangla alphabet. In Table 2.1 contains 10 vowels 

sounds are shown, including two more long counterpart of /ঈ/ and /খ/, whose IPA are  /i:/ and 

/u:/  respectively [20]. Those 2 long vowels are articulated only from time to time differently 

in contrast to their short counterparts. Although Bangla has 29 consonants, there is some 

controversy on this number. 
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Table 2.1 Bangla Vowels and corresponding IPA 

    

 

 The consonants, which are used as a part of Bangla language, are introduced in Table 2.2. 
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Table 2.2 Bangla Consonants and corresponding IPA 

                     

 

Table 2.3 shows few Bengali words and their written forms with their corresponding IPA [20]. 

From the table, it is seen that based on the succeeding phonemes ‘ম’, ‘চ’ and ‘ব’, the same 

‘আ’ (/a/) has different pronunciation. These pronunciations are sometimes short or long. For 

short and ling ‘আ’, 2 different phonemes /ax/ and /aa/ are used respectively. Starting and 
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ending silence (/sil/) and short pause (/sp/) are also included in it.  

 

 

          Word    Pronunciation           IPA           Symbol 

আমরা AAMRA /a m ɾ a/ /aa m r ax/ 

আগমন AAGOMON /a g m n/ /aa g ow m ow n/ 

        ঢাকা DHAAKA /ɖʱ a k a/ / dh ax k ax/ 

Table 2.3 Few Bengali Words With Their IPA  

               

2.4.2  Monophone model 

The articulation of a word can be represented as a sequal of symbols associated with the 

individual units of sound that make up a word. Those units are called 'phones  or 'phonemes'  . 

A monophone is basically  a single phoneme. Thus a monophone model for Bangla can be 

created from Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 along with some help from reference [22]. A silence /sil/ 

and short pause /sp/ monophone is added to create a silence model. An additional monophone 

/ax/ is added to indicate a short ‘আ’, where /aa/ indicates long ‘আ’ [20]. 

 

Considering the above mentioned facts, a dictionary file has been created manually to construct 

the monophone model. Figure 2.2 provides a screen shot of the dictionary file segment. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breathy_voice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voiceless_velar_stop
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However, the context impact isn’t considered in the phonetic plan, as it tends to give less recognit ion 

performance for an utterance which is not more regular. Therefore a context dependent phonetic 

scheme is needed to get better performance. 

 

2.4.3  Triphone model 

A tri phone model is derived to address the context independency of the mono phone model. A tri 

phone is basically a group of 3 phonemes in "L-X+R"  form where the "L" phone (i.e. the left-hand 

phone) goes before "X" phone and the "R" phone (i.e. the right- hand phone) tails it. Table 2.4 shows 

the conversion of a mono phone declaration into triphone declaration for the two words 

"BANGLADESH" and "SHANTI"  

Figure 2.2 Segment of Monophone dictionary file 
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Some bi phones at the word boundaries will be created as contexts. They will include two phones 

only. 

 

2.5  Acoustic Feature 

Acoustic features that are most widespread are mainly based on models of the human auditory system. 

Spectral amplitude compression, nonlinear (Mel) frequency scale, decreasing hearing sensitivity at 

lower frequencies, and large spectral integration etc are some constraining properties of human 

hearing and these are already integrated in the state-of- the-art acoustic features for automatic speech 

recognition. The Mel Frequency Cepstrum Coefficients (MFCC) feature is the most frequently used 

acoustic features. 

 

2.5.1  Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) 

Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients  (MFCCs) are coefficients that are usually derived from a type 

of cepstrum representation of the sound (a nonlinear "spectrum-of-a-spectrum"). They were 

introduced in the 1980's by Davis and Mermelstein and have been state-of-the-art ever since. In the 

MFC, the frequency bands are evenly spaced on the mel scale and this estimates the human auditory 

Bangla 

Word 

Mono phone 

Declaration 
Tri phone Declaration 

BANGLADESH b aa ng l aa d eh sh b+aa b-aa+ng  aa-ng+l  ng-l+aa 

l-aa+d aa-d+eh   d-eh+sh eh-sh 

SHANTI sh ax n t ih sh+ax sh-ax+n ax-n+t n-t+ih 

Table 2.4 Converting a mono phone declaration to a tri phone declaration 
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system's response more intently than the linearly spaced frequency bands that are used in the typical 

cepstrum. This frequency warping allows better representation of sound. 

 

 

 

 

2.6  Articulatory Feature 

Articulatory feature is the property of speech sound based on its voicing or its place or manner of 

articulation in the vocal tract describing the sound. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Block diagram of Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients. 
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Figure 2.4 Speech organs in human vocal tract system. 

 

 

The invented 22 AFs are liquid, nasal, silence, stop, fricative, short silence, bilabial, lenis, front, back, 

central, vowel, unvoiced, round, unround, long, short, high, low, medium, dipthong and glottal. Here, 

(High, Low, Medium) and (Front, Back, Central) represent tongue position in upward and downward 

and forward and backward directions, respectively.
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Chapter 3 Hidden Markov Model and the HTK 

 

The previous chapter introduced the Bangla speech recognition related issues and discussed the 

available methods for developing ASR systems. It also deliberated on the fundamentals of HMM and 

the various dimensions of an ASR system. This chapter gives a detailed overview of the Hidden 

Markov Model (HTK) and the accompanying tools used.  

 

3.1  Choice of an Appropriate Model for Bangla ASR 

In order to approximate the probability of the acoustic evidence X when a person articulates W,  P 

(X| W)  acoustic models are used. To estimate such model accurately is one of the challenges in speech 

recognition. Because of the factors like environment, phonetic context, pronunciation, the variability 

of speech signal makes the approximation very complex. The very efficient acoustic modeling is done 

using Hidden Markov Models (HMM), which is discussed in the next section. 

 

 3.1.1  Hidden Markov Models 

A hidden Markov model can be termed as a stochastic finite state automaton, that creates a sequel of 

observable symbols. A Markov chain is the sequence of states. The transitions between states has an 

associated probability named as transition probability. In order to generate an observable symbol, 

each state has an associated probability function. Only observation sequence is visible but the state 

sequence is hidden. That’s the reason behind the name hidden Markov model. 

 

In speech recognition, first the continuous speech waveform is changed into an evenly dispersed 

discrete parameter vector sequence. This parameter vector sequence is expected to form an correct 

representation of the speech wave based on the span taken by each vector . This speech waveform 

can be viewed as being stationary despite the fact that this is a reasonable estimation. 

 

The task of the recognizer is to map the sequences of speech vectors and the desired underlying 
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sequences of symbol. This task is difficult for 2 problems. First, the mapping from symbols to speech 

is not balanced, as different underlying symbols can rise to similar speech sounds. Second, because of 

speaker variability, environment, mood etc, there are large variety in the speech waveform. Also, the 

limits between symbols cannot be recognized explicitly from the speech waveform. Hence, it is not 

possible to use the speech waveform as a sequence of concatenated static patterns. 

 

In HMM based speech recognition, it is assumed that a Markov model generates the sequence of 

observed speech vectors corresponding to each word as shown in Figure 3.1. Being a finite state 

machine, a Markov model alters a state once in every time unit. A state (j) is added at each time (t), 

probability density (bj(ot)) produces a speech vector (ot). Also, the discrete probability (aij) governs 

the probabilistic transition from state i to state j. This process is shown in fig. 3.1 where a model with 

six states generates the sequence from o1 to o6. 

 

 

 

3.1.2  Baum-Welch re-estimation 

To decide a HMM parameters, initially we make a rough guess on what the parameters would be. 

After the speculation is complete, more exact parameters can be built up by applying the equation  

Baum-Welch re-estimation. 

Figure 3.1 The Markov Generation Model 
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The main issue is to approximate variances also the means of a HMM where every state of output 

distribution yield to be a single Gaussian component and it is 

 

                     

 

This parameter estimation would be simple, if only one state j in the HMM was present. The most 

extreme probability estimation of ¹j and §j will be only the averages and it is 

 

                         

 

An efficient way is to at first distribute observation vectors equally among the states and then assign 

initial values of mean and variance for each model state. Thus using the Viterbi algorithm, we can find 

the maximum likelihood state sequence. Then reassign the observation vectors to model states to 

achieve desirable initial values. Until the estimates do not change, this process is repeated. 

 

In this procedure, every visualization is alloted to each state in extent to the likelihood of the model 

being in that state when the vector was observed. Thus, if at time (t) the likelihood to be in state (j) is 

Lj(t), then the averages shown above become the weighted averages as following 
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These are the Baum-Weltch re-estimation formulas for  the means and covariances of HMM 

 

3.1.3  Recognition and Viterbi decoding 

The maximum likelihood state sequence can be easily generalized to the continuous speech case if 

utilize base recognize. This likelihood state sequence is calculated using the same algorithm that is 

used in the forward probability calculation. The only difference is that a maximum operation replaces 

the summation. Let at time (t), ϕj(t) denote the maximum likelihood of speech vectors in state (j) for 

a given model (M). This partial likelihood can be computed using the recursion formula below. 

                                      

If  HMMs are connected together in sequence then it’ll become continuous speech. The underlying 

symbols correspond to each HMM in the sequence. These could be either entire words for connected 

speech recognition or sub-words like phonemes for continuous speech recognition. The non-emit t ing 

entry and exit states are needed to join models together.
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3.1.4  Model topology 

Number of states and the transitions among the states are some of the issues in implementing HMMs. 

Again, there is no definite answer. Considering speech as a nonstationary temporal signal, a model 

with left-to-right topology is built to capture the temporary variability of speech. This topology has 

a self-transition in it and there is one transition between two adjacent states. This configures the 

temporal evolution of speech. A left-to-right HMM with five states and three loops is shown in Figure 

3.2. This topology is the most popular HMM structure used in state-of-the-art speech recognit ion 

systems. 

 

    

Figure 3.2 A left-to-right HMM with five states and three loops 

 

 

3.2  HTK Overview 

HTK is a portable and integrated suite of software toolkit to build and manipulate systems   that use 

Hidden Markov Models. It was developed with the aim of having a general platform for research, 

benchmark testing and product development by the Speech Group of Cambridge Univers ity 

Engineering Department. 

 

HTK is mainly designed for constructing HMM-based speech recognizers. It can be used to perform 

various tasks in this line like connected or isolated speech recognition using models based on a 

complete word or sub-word. But it is mainly appropriate for continuous speech recognition with a 

large vocabulary. 
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More than 10 library modules and 25 tools (programs) are there in the HTK. Most of the 

functionality of the toolkit are built into library modules. These modules make sure that the 

interaction between the outside world with the tools are the same and they gives the facility 

for creating custom tools or to integrate of recognizer functionality in an application. 

 

HTK tools are designed to run with a traditional command-line style interface. The commands 

layout is the same for all the tools. Each tool has some required arguments. They also have 

some optional arguments that are always prefixed by a minus sign. 

 

Most of the tools, especially editing tools, like HHed or HLEd need a script which gives 

direction to on what task to perform and how to edit the data given to the tool. The availab le 

scripting commands are tool specific. 

 

3.3  The Toolkit 

The tools of HTK can be understood easily if we go through the processing steps that are 

needed while building a continuous speech recognizer based on sub word. The processing of 

speech samples in HTK involves four major steps. These steps are data preparation, training, 

testing and analysis. These steps are shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 HTK Processing Steps 

 

 

 

                        

 

3.3.1  Data preparation tools 

A set of speech data files and transcriptions associated with them are required to construct a set of 

HMMs. Before using it in training, the speech data need to be converted into an appropriate 

parametric form. The tool HCopy is used for this. It copies multiple source files into another output 

file. The tool HList is used to check tany speech file contents and also the results of any conversions 

before processing large amount of data. Transcriptions are also need to be prepared. Usually the 

original source label transcriptions won’t  have similarity with the required. Plus, HMM training may 

need context-dependent labels. The label editor tool HLEd can be used to make the required 
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transformations in label files. This tool can also output files into a single MLF (Master Label File) 

which is more suitable for the further processing.  

 

3.3.2  Training tools 

The next step while constructing the recognition system is to define a prototype definition for 

every HMM. HTK allows any desired topology for HMMs to be built with. The training tools 

will compute the actual parameters later.  

 

At first, an initial  model is created. Any speech data for which the phoneme limits have been 

underlined, is used as bootstrap data . HInit and HRest tools give  training in isolated word 

style by using the bootstrap data. The  HMMs are created individually. The HInit tool reads 

the training data and marks the samples of the phoneme needed. Then by k-means procedure, 

it calculates an initial parameter values iteratively. The initial parameter values are further re-

estimated by HRest tool .  The bootstrap data is used again but this time the Baum-Welch re-

estimation procedure replaces the segmental k-means procedure. A flat start can be used if no 

bootstrap data is available. In that case all of the phone models are initialized identically and 

state variances and means are same as the global speech variance and mean. HCompV tool is 

used for this. 

 

After initial model’s set are created, HERest tool can perform training that is embedded using 

the full training set. The tool executes Baum Welch re-estimation on the entire HMM phone 

model set concurrently. For every train articulation, the associated phone models are added 

together and then the algorithm forward- backward is used to accumulate the means, variances 

etc for every HMM. 

 

Once all the training data is ready, the HMM parameters are re-estimated using the 

accumulated statistics.  
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HMMs should be refined incrementally while constructing a system in HTK. Thus, a set of 

context-independent single Gaussian phone models are bulid. They are then iteratively refined 

by including context-dependency and using multiple Gaussian distributions mixture 

component. The models will be cloned into context- dependent sets by the HMM definit ion 

editor tool HHEd. It will apply various parameter tying and increment mixture components 

in specified distributions.  

 

3.3.3  Recognition tools 

HVite is the only recognition tool in HTK which utilize the token passing algorithm. To do 

Viterbi-based speech recognition, the tool HVite uses a set of HMMs, a network which 

specifies the permissible word sequences and a dictionary that defines the pronunciation of 

each word, as input. HVite converts the word network into a phone network and then add 

suitable HMM definition with each phone instance. Word networks are saved in HTK 

standard lattice format and can be easily created using a text-editor. Hence HTK provides two 

tools that can create word networks. First, HBuild creates sub-networks and uses them in high 

level networks. It can also generate word loops and modifies the word loop transitions to 

combine the bigram probabilities.  

 

The HParse tool is introduced to convert high level grammar notation into the equivalent word 

network. Finally, the dictionary management tool HDMan can merge many sources and 

perform various transformation on each sources to construct large dictionaries. 

 

3.3.4  Analysis tools 

After the Hidden markov model based recognizer has been constructed, it is used to transcribe 

some pre-recorded test sentences. Then its output is compared with the correct reference 

transcriptions. The HResults tool is used to do the comparison. It first aligns the two 

transcriptions and then count insertion, deletion and substitution errors using dynamic 

programming. 
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Chapter 4 Neural Network 

 

A neural network is special structure system build with neurons and weighted edge between those 

neuron which take input and produce output like pattern recognition, prediction, face detection etc.  

Neural network also known as Artificial Neural Network. An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a 

data processing structure that is motivated by biological nervous system for example human’s brain 

data processing structure. When the human’s brain data processing system will implements 

artificially in machine or program that called artificial neural network. 

  

4.1 History of Neural Network 

The term Artificial Neural Network originated from investigation of central nervous system and their 

neurons, axons, dendrites and neurotransmitters which constitute the preparing components of 

organic neural systems examined by neuroscience. In an artificial neural system basic artificial nodes, 

called differently "neurons", "neurodes", "preparing components" (PEs) or "units", are associated 

together to build a system of nodes mimicking the natural neural systems – consequently the 

expression " artificial neural network"(ANN). 

  

There is no single formal meaning of what neural system is, on the grounds that neuroscience is still 

brimming with questions and in light of the fact that there are numerous levels of deliberation and 

numerous approaches to take motivation from brain. Most would concede that it includes a system 

of straightforward preparing components which can show complex general nature controlled by the 

associations between the handling components and component parameters. 

 

These networks are additionally like the biological neural systems as in capacities are performed on 

the simultaneously and in parallel by the units, as opposed to there being an unmistakable depiction 

of sub-tasks to which different units are appointed (see also connectionism). Right now, the term 

artificial neural system (ANN) has a tendency to allude generally to neural system models utilized in 
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insights, subjective brain research and computerized reasoning. Neural system models composed 

with copying of the central nervous system (CNS) as a primary concern are a subject of hypothetica l 

neuroscience and computational neuroscience. 

 

In present day software implementation adaptive systems is more reasonable for real-world problem 

solving, has very little to do with traditional artificial intelligence connectionist models. What do they 

have in like manner, be that as it may, is the standard of non-straight, appropriated, parallel and local 

preparing and adjustment. 

 

4.2  Sigmoid Units  

The unit functions take the weighted sum S as input, which indicates values coming from 

the connected units. The equation is 

     

 

Where  e=2.718 .  

It seems like a step function while we plot the output from sigmoid units.                             

As step function is not differentiable so sigmoid function was needed. Sigmoid function is not only 

differentiable, but the derivative can be expressed simply in terms of the function itself: 

 

                                                 
𝑑σ (S)

𝑑𝑆
  = 𝜎(𝑆) (1 - 𝜎(𝑆))   

 

Note that the resultant qualities for the function extend between yet never make it to 0 and 1. This is 

on account of e-S is never negative, and the denominator of the portion often 0 as S gets huge in the 

negative bearing. This inclination happens decently fast: the center ground in the vicinity of 0 and 

1is once in a while observed in view of the sharp (very close) step in the function. Because of 

similarity with step function, we can consider it terminating and non-terminating as in a perceptron: 

the output will be very near to +1 if a positive is input and the output will be very near to -1 if a 

negative is input.of the function itself: 
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4.2.2 Example of Multilayer NN with Sigmoid Units 

We will now describe a neural Network which has one hidden layer, one output layer to make the 

back propagation learning easier. There are two sigmoid units are in the hidden layer. Initially all 

the units are given random weights.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                   H1                         O1                                           

         I 

                  

                    I                                                                  

                    

 

Now that the perceptrons are ready, we can use the network to calculate the output from our input. 

We can also find out which “units” value is closer to 1 than to 0. For example, if we give the 10, 30, 

20 values  top to bottom into  the input units. The weighted sum of  H1 will be- 

 

Then SH1  is passed through the σ  to give:  

 

                                        

 

The weighted sum entering into H2 will be-  

 

                                      

Then SH2 is passed through the σ to give:  

I 

H

1 

H

1 

O 

O 
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Now it’s time to calculate the weighted sum entering in the output unit O1 and that is:  

 

                                           

the weighted sum entering in the output unit O2 will be:  

 

                                         

The output values for O1 will be 

 

                                      

And the output values for O2 will be: 

 

 

4.3  The Backpropagation Learning 

The information of the network is stored in the weights. Now the main question is how to train the 

weights to best classify the training examples.  

 

The backpropagation method is as below. 

1. At first we design the network structure with input layer, hidden layer and output layer. In all 

the layer there will be perceptron with functions. 

2. Then random weights usually between -0.5 to 0.5 are assigned between all the nodes.  

3. Then the weights are updated using all the training examples. 

4. At the end of running each epoch error is checked. In this method it is not guaranteed to find 
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weights that gives correct classification of training examples. So in the termination condition 

we have to allow some misclassification.  

 

4.3.1 Weight training Calculations: 

Since our network have more weights than perceptrons, we must first announce the system: Wij to 

indicate the weight among units i and j. For the perceptors, the value of Δij will be calculated to be 

added to every weight after testing single example. For a particular example And to calculate weight 

variations, let's start first with information on how the network would work for E. We note the target 

values ti(E) for Oi each output unit must generate for E. It can be noted that, because of the the 

categorization issues ti (E)  goes 0 for every units of output but for  the unit associated with the correct 

categorization for E, ti (E) will be 1. 

 

Next, E propagates through the network and we can keep track of all the detected values Oi 

(E) for the output nodes Oi. We also save all the values hi (E) for the hidden nodes. Now we 

calculate the error for each output unit Ok as 

 

                                     

The error for the hidden units can be determined using the error from the output units.  As we 

propagate this information backwards through the network this method gets its name. We 

calculate the error terms for each hidden unit Hk, as follows. 

 

That_means_we_take_the_error_for_each_output_unit_and_multiply_it_by_the_weight_of

_the_hidden_unit._Hk_is_the_output_unit._Then_add_all_these_elements_and_multiply_th

e_sum_of_ 
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After_having_fixed_all_the_error_values_related_with_each_unit_(hidden_and_output),_we_can_

now_shift_this_report_into_the_weight_changes._Δij_between_units_i_and_j._For_weight_Wij_b

etween_input_unit_Ii_and_hidden_unit_Hj_the_calculation_is_as_follows: 

 

Here, Xi is the input to the i-th input node, η is the learning rate and  δHj is the error value calculated 

for hidden node Hj . 

 

For weights wij between hidden unit Hi and output unit Oj we add on: 

 

Here, hi(E) is the output from hidden node Hi when example E is propagated through the network, 

δOjis the error value we calculated for the output node Oj. 

The learning rate is used so that the weights do not change fast and thus the previous examples 

training is not lost. 
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Chapter 5 Building the recognizer 

5.1 Data preparation 

5.1.1 Speech Corpus Development 

We build a Bangla speech corpus in medium size, which is described below. 

We’ve selected 100 sentences from the Bangla  newspaper “Prothom Alo”. These sentences are spoken 

by 30 female speakers from different region of Bangladesh,. These sentences (total 3000 sentences) 

will be the Training corpus D1. 

On the other hand, different 100 sentences spoken by 10 different female speakers (total 1000 

sentences) from the same newspaper will be used as test corpus D2. 

The speakers are Bangladeshi and they speak native Bangla. The speakers ages from 22 to 30 years. 

We have selected the speakers from different regions of  Bangladesh like Dhaka (Central region), 

Cumilla - Noakhali (East region), Khulna (South-West region), Mymensing – Sylhet (North-East 

region), Rajshahi (West region). Though all of them speak standard Bangla, they have their regional 

accent. 

 

5.1.2 Recording Environment and Specification 

The speech voices recorded in a silent room of United International University (UIU), Dhaka, 

Bangladesh. To record the voices, a desktop was used with a head mounted close- talking 

microphone. Ceiling fans and  ACs were remained switched on while recoding the voices. Also some 

corridor and street noise could be heard. 

 

We recorded the voices using the Jet Audio software. The speech s igna ls  were quantized to 16 

bit stereo coding and sampled at 16 kHz. The recorded voices aren’t filtered. To avoid the 

redundancy in stereo coding signals we’ve used stereo coding. 

 

5.2 Feature Extraction 
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5.2.1 MFCC Feature extraction 

The first task is to compute the Mel cepstral coefficient files from the speech wav files while 

building the recognition system. This process involves many different stages. 

 

Figure 5.1 MFCC feature extraction procedure 

                                     

 

Step 1 : WAV to MFC file conversion 

WAV file is converted to MFC file using script Hcopy. While preparing the data the last step is to 

convert the speech waves into feature vectors. The tool HCopy automatically converts its input to 

Mel frequency cepstral coefficient vectors. (config.txt) a configuration file is used to specify all the 

conversion parameters.  

Step 1 is illustrated in Figure 5.2. 

 

Command executed: 

HCopy -T 1 -C config.txt -S Train.scp 
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Figure 5.2 WAV file to MFC file conversion 

 

   

   

 

Step 2:  MFC to SHK file conversion 

This step converts MFC to SHK file. HList.exe is used for that. Batch_HList.m is a matlab file. 

Figure 6.3 shows the file. 
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Figure 5.3 Segment of  Batch_HList.m file 

  

 

                     

      

After executing Batch_HList.m, the SHK file will be generated and a segment of SHK file is shown 

in Figure 6.4 
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Figure 5.4 A segment of an SHK file 

 

Step 3: SHK to GEN file conversion 

This step removes the header portion of SHK and save it to GEN file. A program LineCutter is used 

to execute the process. Figure 6.5 shows a segment of a GEN file 
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`Figure 5.5 Segment of a GEN File 

 

   

Step 4:  GEN file to VEC file conversion 

This step converts GEN to VEC file using convert.exe. 

 

MFC contains header, which is not directly readable by HTK, A simple work around is to convert to 

human readable format, then remove header, and then convert it to HTK. format, which is .wav > 

.mfc > .shk > .gen > .vec. VEC files are essentially the same as MFC, but with the header portion 

removed. 

 

5.2.2 Articulatory Feature Extraction 

The first step of articulatory feature extraction process is to create Label files for corresponding 

training files. 

 

Step 1: Labeling files             

Many operations in HTK that involves speech data files requires speech that is divided into segments 

and a label for each segment. The labels for the speech file holds a transcription. Separate label file 

stores each transcription. When a large number of files is processed, label file access can be easier if 
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we use Master Label Files.  These MLFs can be thought of as index that holds location of the main 

label files. The contents of a label file could be a word or phoneme. Figure 8 illustrates Label file for 

utterance /AALO/ 

     

Figure 5.6 Label file embedded in MLF file 

 

 

Step 2:  Articulatory Feature Table 

From the Label file we get the corresponding phonemes for all the utterance. Now its time to map 

the phonemes with the Articulatory feature.  

Following figure shows the AF table which maps each of 53 Bangla phonemes with 22 AFs. 
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Table 5.1 Articulatory Feature Table 

 

Here in the column there are 53 phonemes and in the row there are 22 AFs . 

Plus (+) and minus (-) sign in the table represent whether corresponding feature is present or absent 

for a phoneme. 

 

Step 3: AF File Creation 

Now using the AF table this AF file is created. If an AF is active while voicing the phoneme then we 

set .9 and if not active then set .1. Following this process all the AF file is created. Figure 6.7 

illustrates the process. 
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Figure 5.7 AF file creation process 

 

5.3   Obtaining AF using MLN 

5.3.1 Network Parameters 

 Input Layer - 39 neurons 

 Hidden Layers – 3 

1st Hidden Layer = 200 neurons  

2nd Hidden Layer= 100 neurons 

            3rd Hidden Layer = 50 neurons 

 Output Layer - 22 neurons 

 Learning rate - .018 

 Activation Function – Sigmoid  

 Weight updating method – Back propagation  

 Total epoch – 500 
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Figure 5.8 Designed Multilayer Neural Network 

 

 

5.3.2 Training Network 

39 dimensional MFCC features are entered into the MLN and 22 dimensional AF values are assigned 

as the target output. Then the network is trained for 500 epoch and the synaptic weights are updated 

from the initial random weights. 
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Figure 5.9 Training Multilayer Neural Network 

                               

5.3.3 Recognition Network 

The trained MLN now generates 22 dimensional AF values for given 39 dimension MFCC feature.  

It generates 3000 Af file for each epoch. 

 

           

 

Figure 5.10 Training Multilayer Neural Network. 
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5.3.4 Epoch Analysis 

From the 500 epoch we need to decide which one is better. We will check which epoch gives less 

error. For evaluating AF error rate we have considered 0.1 , 0.2 and 0.3 as threshold difference 

between the original AF value and MLN generated AF value to obtain better segmentation.  

Error Rate: 

  % Frame Error Rate = (EF÷TF)×100% 

               % Total AF Error Rate = (EAF÷TAF)×100%  

               Here, 

  TF = Total no of Frames (926340) 

  EF = No of Errors in Frames 

  TAF = Total no of AFs (20379480) 

 EAF = No of Errors in AFs 
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Epoch 

Frame 

Error 

Frame 

Error Rate AF Error 

AF Error 

Rate Epoch 

Frame 

Error 

Frame 

Error Rate AF Error 

AF Error 

Rate 

10 676156 72.992 5468874 26.835 260 594817 64.212 4236782 20.789 

20 603574 65.157 4759393 23.354 270 585852 63.244 4235174 20.782 

30 601845 64.97 4658628 22.859 280 594361 64.162 4235584 20.784 

40 592199 63.929 4490798 22.036 290 592121 63.92 4242024 20.815 

50 607497 65.58 4679026 22.959 300 578797 62.482 4185049 20.536 

60 595238 64.257 4458078 21.875 310 579064 62.511 4179873 20.51 

70 594623 64.191 4453478 21.853 320 577873 62.382 4150020 20.364 

80 592063 63.914 4456629 21.868 330 578592 62.46 4207866 20.648 

90 587453 63.417 4406391 21.622 340 575482 62.124 4113855 20.186 

100 600228 64.796 4405994 21.62 350 581487 62.773 4217778 20.696 

110 595208 64.254 4394558 21.564 360 595346 64.269 4160324 20.414 

120 587684 63.442 4367002 21.428 370 578281 62.426 4123632 20.234 

130 587135 63.382 4279050 20.997 380 577840 62.379 4137424 20.302 

140 586836 63.35 4263378 20.92 390 601656 64.95 4197925 20.599 

150 581637 62.789 4330926 21.251 400 593912 64.114 4175640 20.489 

160 589279 63.614 4308459 21.141 410 577420 62.333 4164790 20.436 

170 613211 66.197 4297027 21.085 420 573351 61.894 4091117 20.075 

180 583406 62.98 4265139 20.929 430 583095 62.946 4161433 20.42 

190 591298 63.832 4230992 20.761 440 579065 62.511 4091895 20.079 

200 580907 62.71 4221306 20.714 450 571843 61.731 4090302 20.071 

210 576757 62.262 4225933 20.736 460 580733 62.691 4189242 20.556 

220 608783 65.719 4258705 20.897 470 572153 61.765 4105161 20.144 

230 574968 62.069 4175692 20.49 480 567019 61.211 4035867 19.804 

240 573430 61.903 4169393 20.459 490 580717 62.689 4121812 20.225 

250 584876 63.138 4170469 20.464 500 574520 62.02 4108701 20.161 

 

Table 5.2 Error rates for threshold .1 
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Epoch 

Frame 

Error 

Frame 

Error Rate AF Error 

AF Error 

Rate Epoch 

Frame 

Error 

Frame 

Error Rate AF Error 

AF Error 

Rate 

10 604326 65.238 3286921 16.129 260 540401 58.337 2773474 13.609 

20 573695 61.931 3213122 15.766 270 535964 57.858 2774805 13.616 

30 563718 60.854 3124937 15.334 280 537338 58.007 2767544 13.58 

40 546718 59.019 3002960 14.735 290 536022 57.864 2772885 13.606 

50 564518 60.941 3091426 15.169 300 530476 57.266 2753139 13.509 

60 549266 59.294 2963376 14.541 310 527608 56.956 2740001 13.445 

70 549688 59.34 2936956 14.411 320 528783 57.083 2721425 13.354 

80 548731 59.236 2940585 14.429 330 529117 57.119 2739059 13.44 

90 543928 58.718 2888584 14.174 340 521728 56.321 2726081 13.377 

100 549879 59.36 2923943 14.347 350 531557 57.382 2774856 13.616 

110 543071 58.625 2875067 14.108 360 533996 57.646 2710672 13.301 

120 541832 58.492 2892372 14.193 370 528696 57.074 2709194 13.294 

130 537473 58.021 2866824 14.067 380 526465 56.833 2719891 13.346 

140 540520 58.35 2801886 13.749 390 537341 58.007 2719049 13.342 

150 539858 58.279 2865585 14.061 400 532308 57.464 2700747 13.252 

160 540276 58.324 2846833 13.969 410 527552 56.95 2720650 13.35 

170 549772 59.349 2838262 13.927 420 523543 56.517 2676296 13.132 

180 535819 57.843 2814455 13.81 430 525667 56.747 2714204 13.318 

190 534237 57.672 2760249 13.544 440 526298 56.815 2677228 13.137 

200 532077 57.439 2774798 13.616 450 522632 56.419 2680904 13.155 

210 533000 57.538 2782427 13.653 460 528939 57.1 2722742 13.36 

220 545201 58.855 2796163 13.72 470 520627 56.203 2684538 13.173 

230 529003 57.107 2756208 13.524 480 517012 55.812 2646364 12.985 

240 529576 57.169 2750282 13.495 490 525792 56.76 2688197 13.191 

250 529733 57.186 2725969 13.376 500 520577 56.197 2682099 13.161 

 

Table 5.3 Error rates for threshold .2 
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Epoch 

Frame 

Error 

Frame 

Error Rate AF Error 

AF Error 

Rate Epoch 

Frame 

Error 

Frame 

Error Rate AF Error 

AF Error 

Rate 

10 552371 59.629 2376432 11.661 260 477694 51.568 1968106 9.657 

20 526139 56.798 2276216 11.169 270 477317 51.527 1964086 9.638 

30 517200 55.833 2203301 10.811 280 476347 51.422 1948752 9.562 

40 498615 53.826 2144782 10.524 290 474921 51.269 1961490 9.625 

50 516664 55.775 2192976 10.761 300 470901 50.835 1949727 9.567 

60 497191 53.673 2100917 10.309 310 468113 50.534 1927605 9.459 

70 490401 52.94 2063210 10.124 320 467136 50.428 1920680 9.425 

80 493028 53.223 2073906 10.176 330 469173 50.648 1923926 9.441 

90 487805 52.659 2042231 10.021 340 462602 49.939 1927548 9.458 

100 494067 53.335 2075592 10.185 350 472899 51.05 1955944 9.598 

110 486702 52.54 2026109 9.942 360 469546 50.688 1911979 9.382 

120 486406 52.508 2035899 9.99 370 468321 50.556 1908691 9.366 

130 484129 52.263 2039355 10.007 380 467375 50.454 1912381 9.384 

140 482758 52.115 1993742 9.783 390 471940 50.947 1911642 9.38 

150 479315 51.743 2008101 9.854 400 469187 50.65 1908789 9.366 

160 479397 51.752 2005653 9.842 410 467438 50.461 1917118 9.407 

170 486824 52.553 2010496 9.865 420 463184 50.002 1889848 9.273 

180 478897 51.698 1991523 9.772 430 465192 50.218 1909580 9.37 

190 472620 51.02 1954752 9.592 440 465419 50.243 1892704 9.287 

200 473242 51.087 1965313 9.644 450 462994 49.981 1888445 9.266 

210 478311 51.634 1989059 9.76 460 469661 50.701 1919282 9.418 

220 480449 51.865 1983459 9.733 470 461177 49.785 1892298 9.285 

230 474204 51.191 1965348 9.644 480 459438 49.597 1884504 9.247 

240 469884 50.725 1947259 9.555 490 465346 50.235 1895723 9.302 

250 468938 50.623 1930288 9.472 500 463730 50.06 1890510 9.277 

 

Table 5.4 Error rates for threshold .3 
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From the above results we can easily say that epoch 480 gives less error for the 3 considered threshold 

value. If we plot the result in bar chart for threshold value .3 then it will be like following 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.11 Bar chart of the error results for threshold .3 

 

5.4 Normalization 

The 480 epoch AF values generated by the MLN are log normally distributed because we have used 

sigmoid as the activation function. As Gaussian mixture model has been used so need to convert the 

lognormal distribution to normal distribution.  
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Figure 5.12 Normalizing AF values 

 

 

5.5  Hidden Markov Model Training 

5.5.1 Generating phone level transcriptions for training 

While training HMMs, each file that has the training set must have an associated phone level 

transcription. A flat-start scheme will be used  to bootstrap a set of models. For this, two set of phone 

transcriptions is needed. Initially there will be no short pause (sp) model between words. After we get 

appropriate phone models, an sp model will be embedded between the consecutive words to handle 

pauses introduced by the speaker. 

 

Assuming that the file words.mlf stores word level MLF, a phone level transcription phones0.mlf 

will be generated by executing the command below. 

 

 

Figure 5.13 illustrates the process 
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5.5.2 Generation of mono phone model  

5.5.2.1 Creating prototype model                  

The first step while training HMM is to create a prototype model. The reason of the creation 

is to specify the topology of the model. The file proto_5states_39dim contains “3-state left-

right with no skips” topology which is good for phone-based systems . 

 

Figure 6.13 shows a configuration file which specifies input output type and vector dimension. 

  

 

 

Figure 5.14 Generation of phone level transcription 

Figure 5.15 HTK_39dpf.config file structure 
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Command executed: 

HCompV -T 1 -C HTK_39dpf.config -S Train.scp -m -v 0.01 -f 0.01 -M hmm0\ 

proto_5states_39dim' 

 

After execution a new edition of proto in hmm0\ directory is created where the global speech means 

and variances replaces the zero means and unit variances. Following figure shows the new version. 

 

              

 

Figure 5.16 Segment of updated proto_5states_39dim 

 

5.5.2.2 Creating HMM definition 

This step illustrated in Figure 6.15, basically creates an HMM definition in the directory 

hmm0\model for each mono phones listed in monophones0 file. 
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5.5.2.3 Re-estimation 

Using the re-estimation tool HERest, hmm0\hmmdefs is re-estimated. The command executed is as 

follows. 

 

HERest -A -D -T 1 -C HTK_39dpf.config -I phones0.mlf -t 250.0 150.0 1000.0 -S Train.scp -H 

hmm0/model/macros -H hmm0/model/hmmdefs -M hmm1 hmm0/model/monophones0 

 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Creation of hmmdef 

Figure 5.18 Illustration of  this step 
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5.5.2.4  Fixing Silence Model 

In the previous step a left to right 3 state  Hidden Markov Model for each phone and silence 

model have been generated. Next, an extra link from states 2 to 4 and from 4 to 2 is added to 

the silence model. Figure 6.17 illustrates this step. The way of making more robust model is 

to allow every state to soak in a variety of  noises in the training data. 

 

 

Figure 5.19 Fixing the silence model 

 

       

 

The central state is established as a short pause model in the last of  hmm4\hmmdefs file. 

This is done using HHEd tool. Here the file monophones1 is exactly same as monophones0 

with a sp added at the end. The sil.hed header file change transition matrix dimension (5 state 

sil to 3 state sp),  
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5.5.2.4  Re-estimation after fixing the silence model 

This step re-estimates hmm5\hmmdefs using the re-estimation tool HERest, 

Figure 6.19 illustrates this process  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Illustration of this process 

Figure 5.21 Re-estimation up to hmm7. 
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5.5.3  Generation of tri phone models 

 After getting a set of mono phone HMMs, the next step of the process is to triphone HMMs. 

This can be done following 2 steps. First, the mono phone transcriptions are changed into tri 

phone transcriptions. By copying the mono phones and then re-estimating, triphone models are 

created. Secondly, acoustic states similar to these tri phones are combined to make sure all 

state distributions estimation robustly. 

 

5.5.3.1  MLF to LAB file conversion 

This step is actually a pre-processing step, which involves slicing the words.mlf file to 

individual label files using mlfTolib_Generator.exe. Figure 4.19 shows a portion of mlf 

and lab file. 

 

 

 

 

5.5.3.2  Realigning the data 

Figure 5.22 mlf to lab file generation. 
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The training data are realigned and new transcriptions are created using the phone models. 

This can be done by executing following command. 

 

HVite -A -D -T 1 -l * -o SWT -b SENT-END -C HTK_39dpf.config -H hmm7/macros -H 

hmm7/hmmdefs -i aligned.mlf -m -t 250.0 150.0 1000.0 -y lab -a -I words.mlf -S Train.scp 

dict monophones1> HVite_log.txt 

 

After execution a file named aligned.mlf is generated, which is similar to phones1.mlf . 

 

5.5.3.3  Re-estimation 

hmm7\hmmdefs is re-estimated up to hmm9 using the re-estimation tool HERest. 

The command executed is as follows: 

 

HERest -A -D -T 1 -C HTK_39dpf.config -I aligned.mlf -t 250.0 150.0 3000.0 -S train.scp 

-H hmm7/macros -H hmm7/hmmdefs -M hmm8 monophones1>hmm8.log 

 

5.5.3.4   Generate Context dependent Triphones 

Context-dependent triphones are generated by replicating the mono phones and then 

re-estimating them by tri phone transcriptions. This can be done using mktri.led script 

in a tool HLEd as shown in Figure 6.21 which converts all monophones to triphones. 
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The mktri.led script file looks like this, 

WB sp 

WB sil 

TC 

Here sp and sil are word boundary symbols and TC links it with another script file mktri.hed. 

The following command is executed to achieve this is 

HLEd -A -D -T 1 -n triphones1 -l * -i wintri.mlf mktri.led aligned.mlf  

Figure 6.22 shows segment of wintri.mlf and triphones1 files 

 

 

 

Figure 5.23 Triphone generation 
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Using the following perl script, another script file mktri.hed is generated. 

status=dos('C:/perl/bin/perl maketrihed monophones1 triphones1') 

 

The file mktri.hed holds CL clone command and subsequently TI command to combine the 

transition matrices in each triphone set.  

 

The command CL takes the file that contains the list of tri phones (and bi phones) as its 

argument. For each model in a-b+c form, it searches  for the mono phone and duplicate it in 

hmm10\hmmdefs. This is re-estimated further up to hmm12 using the HERest tool. Figure 

4.22 provides an elaborate view of this step. 

 

Figure 5.24 A segment of wintri.mlf and triphones1 files 

https://www.powerthesaurus.org/subsequently/synonyms
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5.5.3.5   Tied states HMM 

The output of the foegoing step is a tri phone HMM set where all the tri phones are in a phone 

set and share the same transition matrix. While estimating these models  the variances in the 

output distributions  will be floored as there is less data corresponding with most of the states. 

The final step is to tie states in tri phone sets to share data and make vigorous parameter 

estimates. 

 

Executing the HDMan command creates 2 files, dict-tri and fulllist 

 

 HDMan -A -D -T 1 -b sp -n fulllist -g global.ded -l flog   dict-tri dict 

 

 

Figure 5.25 Tying transition matrices 
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The global.ded file contains the following lines. 

 

AS sp RS cmu 

MP sil sil sp 

 

The contents of dict-tri and dict is almost similar, while the file fulllist contains a complete 

list of mono phones and tri phones used. This file is further updated by adding sp and sil model 

and saved as fulllist1. 

 

A file named tree.hed is needed for tying the HMMs. By running the following command the 

tied state HMMs are created: 

 

HHEd -A -D -T 1 -H hmm12/macros -H hmm12/hmmdefs -M hmm13 tree.hed 

triphones1 

 

This generates hmm13\hmmdefs and a file named tiedlist, which keeps  track of all tied states. 

hmm13 can be further re-estimated using HERest tool. Figure 4.24 shows the summary of this 

step. 
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The basic data training steps are up to this. Further re-estimation is possible, but 

hmm15 seems optimized and gave better result while testing. 

 

5.4  Testing with test data 

Now, the test data has been prepared and the recognition network with the dictionary 

is constructed. It’s time to use the HVite recognizer tool and valuate the results using 

the HResults analysis tool. 

Files needed for test: 

            Train files: hmm15\macros,hmmdefs and tiedlist 

 Test files: Test *.vec files, generated from the AF files  

 

Figure 5.26 Summary of this step 
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We assume that testf.scp contains a test file list. Every test file is going to be recognized and 

its transcription  will be saved to testrecout_mix1.mlf  by running the following command: 

 

HVite -A -D -T 1 -H D:\Thesis\practice \Test\hmm15\macros -H D:\Thesis\practice 

\Test\hmm15\hmmdefs -C F:\experiment\Test\HTK_dpf.config -S D:\Thesis\practice 

\Test\Testf.scp -l D:\Thesis\practice \Test\words\ -i D:\Thesis\practice 

\Test\testrecout_mix1.mlf -w D:\Thesis\practice \Test\testwdnet -p 0.0 -s 5.0 

D:\Thesis\practice \Test\voxforge_lexicon D:\Thesis\practice \Test\tiedlist> 

D:\Thesis\practice \Test\test_mix1.log 

 

Assuming that word level transcriptions for all test file is in the MLF words_Test.mlf, the 

performance can be evaluated by executing the command as follows: 

 

HResults -I F:\experiment\Test\words_Test.mlf F:\experiment\Test\tiedlist 

F:\experiment\Test\testrecout_mix1.mlf>resultmix1.txt 

 

The statistical result has been stored in the file resultmix1.txt. This step is repeated for mix 2,4 

and8. The whole step is summed up in Figure 4.25 

 

                                            

 

 

Figure 5.27 Summary of testing step 
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Chapter 6 Experiments and Results 

 

6.1 Performance figures 

We’ll measure the performance in 3 category. These are: 

 

1.Word Correct Rate (WCR) :  

It calculates the amount of words correctly recognized from all the words. This can be written 

as follows 

                                  

%𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑁 − 𝑆 − 𝐷

𝑁
 𝑋 100% 

 

 

                            Here, N= Total No of Words 

                                      D= No of Deletion 

                                      S=No of Substitution 

 

 

  

 

2.  Word Accuracy (WA) : 

For Accuracy calculation it considers no of inserted words. The equation for word accuracy 

calculation  is: 

%𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝑁 − 𝑆 − 𝐷 − 𝐼

𝑁
 𝑋 100% 

 

                                      Here, I=No of Insertion 

 

3.  Sentence Correct Rate (SCR) : 
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For calculating sentence correct rate, sentences that are recognized correctly from total no of 

sentences are considered. The equation can be written as 

  

%𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐻

𝑁
 𝑋 100% 

                                

                                           Here, N=Total No of Sentences 

                                         H=Total No of Correctly Recognized Sentence 

 

6.2 Experimental Setup 

The frame length is set 25 ms and the frame rate is set 10 ms  to get MFCCs  from input speech. 

MFCC features are 39 dimensional and AFs  are  22 dimensional. 

 

For constructing an accurate continuous word recognizer word accuracy (WA), sentence 

correct rate (SCR) and word correct rate (WCR) and for test corpus D2 are calculated using 

the built classifier. This HMMs with 5 states, 3 loops, and left-to- right models are designed 

using the train corpus D1. The output probabilities in the HMMs are represented in the Gaussian 

mixture form and diagonal matrices are used. The mixture components are set to one, two, four 

and eight. 

 

For the evaluation of the performance of the proposed system we have constructed these 

experiments: 

  

    (a) MFCC-39 [Train: D1 dataset, Test: D2 dataset] 

    (b) AF-22 [Train: D1 dataset, Test: D2 dataset] 
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6.3 Experimental Results and Discussion 

 

 

 

 

Tables 6.1 shows sentence correct rates for both MFCC-39 [Standard method] and AF-22 [ 

Proposed method] where total no of sentences are 1000. For mixture component 1 maximum 

correctly recognized sentences is 971 among 1000 sentences for our proposed method which 

means minimum error in sentence recognition performance. For mixture component 4, 

standard MFCC-39 method performs worst where correctly recognized sentences are 16 

among 1000 sentences. But this result improves in mixture component 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

Mixture Component 

 

   Methods 

Sentence Recognition Performance 

Total sentence=1000 

Correctly Recognized 

Sentences, H 

Incorrectly Recognized 

Sentences, S 

  Mix 1  MFCC-39 909 91 

AF-22 971 29 

Mix 2 MFCC-39 909 91 

AF-22 963 37 

Mix 4 MFCC-39 16 984 

AF-22 955 45 

Mix 8 MFCC-39 926 74 

AF-22 964 36 

Table 6.1 Sentence Recognition Performance 
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Table 6.2 shows word correct rates for both the methods. There are total 3290 words in 1000 

sentences. Our proposed method performs best in mixture component 1 where total 3207 

words are correctly recognized out of 3290 words. Only  21 words have been deleted.  In 

mixture component 4, total 2515 words have been substituted in the MFCC method and only 

122 words are correctly recognized. Maximum number of deletion ( 653 )  also occurs in this 

method for mixture component 4. Minimum number of  insertion occurs  in mixture 

component 1 and 2  for  AF-22 method which is 6. 

 

 

 

 

Mixture 

Component 

 

      

Methods 

Word Recognition Performance    

   (Total Words=3290) 

Correctly 

Recognized 

Words, H 

Deletion, D 

 

Substitution, S 

  

Insertion, I 

 

Mix 1 MFCC-39 3017 64 209 16 

AF-22 3207 21 62 6 

Mix 2 MFCC-39 3017 64 209 16 

AF-22 3179 30 81 6 

Mix 4 MFCC-39 122 653 2515 530 

AF-22 3160 36 94 7 

Mix 8 MFCC-39 3076 53 161 11 

AF-22 3186 23 81 9 

Table 6.2 Word Recognition Performance 
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From table 6.3, it is seen that our proposed method provides the highest word highest word 

accuracy of 97.29% and highest sentence correct rate of 97.10% for mixture component 1. 

Mixture 

Component 

Methods Word 

Correct 

rate(%) 

Word 

Accuracy(%) 

Sentence 

Correct 

rate(%) 

Mix 1 MFCC-39 91.70 91.22 90.90 

AF-22 97.48 97.29 97.10 

Mix 2 MFCC-39 91.70 91.22 90.90 

AF-22 96.63 96.44 96.30 

Mix 3 MFCC-39 3.71 12.40 1.60 

AF-22 96.05 95.84 95.50 

Mix 4 MFCC-39 93.50 93.16 92.60 

AF-22 96.84 96.57 96.40 

Table 6.3 Recognition Performance (%) 
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Figure 6.1 Word Correct rate comparison between MFCC-39 and AF-22 

 

              

From Figure 6.1, it is clearly seen that proposed method’s bar is higher than the existing 

standard method and the Bar labels are 97.48%, 96.63%, 96.05%, 96.84% for mixture 

components 1,2,4 and 8 respectively. 
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Figure 6.2 Word Accuracy comparison between MFCC-39 and AF-22 

 

 

From Figure 8, we can see that proposed method’s bar for word accuracy is higher than the 

existing standard method and the Bar labels are 97.29%, 96.44%, 95.84%, 96.57% for 

mixture component 1,2,4 and 8 respectively. 
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Figure 6.3 Sentence correct rate comparison between MFCC-39 and AF-22 

 

From Figure 6.3, we can see that sentence correct rate for proposed method is higher than 

the existing standard method and the Bar labels are 97.29%, 96.44%, 95.84%, 96.57% for 

mixture component 1,2,4 and 8 respectively. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusion and Future works 

7.1   Conclusion 

The main concentration of this research  was to improve the performance of the existing 

standard ASR system. The report covered the basics of speech recognition. The following 

conclusions can be drawn from the experiments: 

1. The AF-22 based system provides huge improve ment on  Bangla word recognit ion    

accuracy for test data. 

2. A higher rate of Bangla word correction for test data is also obtained by the AF-22 

based system. 

3. Sentence correct rate also has been improved. 

4. We have learned how we can integrate neural network into the recognition process. 

 

7.2   Future Work 

Speaker independency is a major fact in many experimental applications. The methods 

introduced in this report could also be applied to such a recognizer, but speaker 

independency poses many new problems, as well. The need for training data increases 

dramatically. As very few researches for Bangla automatic speech recognition system exists, 

there is a need to conduct lot more research works to enrich this system. So, our research 

based on articulatory feature using neural network in the area of Bangla Automatic Speech 

Recognition is a good approach to achieve better word accuracy, word correct rate and 

sentence correct rate. In future we would like to work on 

 Gender Independent ASR system 

 Incorporate RNN based system 

 Bangla phoneme recognition system. 
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